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Abstract
Boko Haram’s (BH) denunciation of Western education (WE) is an aspect of the movement that is widely known and which BH employed as a significant point of differentiation for advancing its cause and in attracting attention domestically and internationally. Despite its significance to BH’s ideology, there is inadequate explanation of its origin and how BH adopted it. The aim of this paper is to explain the origin of BH’s denunciation of WE and how BH finds it conveniently useful for advancing its cause. To achieve the objective of the paper, a reflexive thematic analysis approach was employed to analyze literatures on the history of WE in colonial days within the Muslim world and videos produced by BH. The paper argues that BH’s denunciation of WE can be traced back to the Muslim world’s colonial experience, its perception of WE and the responses WE’s imposition elicited among the Muslims. Muslim’s attitude is broadly classified into three: assimilation, adaptation, and rejection. Northern Nigerian Muslims initially rejected WE but eventually adapted it. This article shows that not only that BH exploited this earlier history of rejection but the rejection also evolved overtime from partial to total rejection. The rejection was precipitated by the personality of BH leaders, secular Nigerian system’s systemic exclusion of those educated under Islamic system. Nigeria’s government and relevant stakeholders should therefore focus on blending Western and Islamic education particularly in the North and create employment opportunities for the educated.
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Introduction
The movement formally known as Jamaat ahl al Sunnah lil da’awah wa al jihad (people committed to the propagation of the Prophet’s teachings and jihad) has been compared to various other Salafi-jihadist movements in the Islamic world and beyond in terms of ideology and activities (Kassim, 2015). One of the most outrageous beliefs of the movement known as BH (meaning Western education is forbidden) is its total rejection of WE which has been the most differentiating aspect of its ideology (Onapajo et al., 2012). Since 2009, BH has been targeting students and education structures (particularly in the northeast Nigeria) with some heinous and high-profile attacks.
BH converges ideologically with the likes of Al Qaeda, AQIM, and ISIS but also diverges in its belief that WE is forbidden. Such attitude toward education is hardly portrayed by other movements that have ideological link with BH. BH sees WE belonging to a larger evil system that consists of democracy, secular state, constitutionalism and human-made laws (Thurston, 2017). The origin of this belief came from Muhammad Yusuf’s view (BH’s first known leader) of WE as the continuation of the colonial legacy that Muslims must reject to maintain the purity of Islam. Peeples (2018) labeled this belief as BH’s “complicated politics of education” and found it as part of its evolution that has undergirded the movement since its creation. While these studies have made commendable efforts at explaining BH’s rejection of WE, they did not explain why BH is different from sister movements and the origin of the belief, and why BH finds it useful in advancing its cause?

The aim of this article is to explain BH’s denunciation of WE, the rationale behind it and how it became part of the movement’s discourse. Section 1 discusses Salafi-jihadist ideology particularly as they are held and professed by the likes of Al Qaeda, and ISIS. Section 2 focuses on the evolution of BH’s attitude toward WE. Section 3 offers reasons for BH’s use of its denunciation of WE to advance the movement’s mission The Section also discusses the systemic downgrading of Arabic and Islamic education, and the personality make up of BH’s leaders as factors that contributed to BH adopting this attitude.

**Situating BH within the Salafi-jihadism Ideology**

BH is a movement that identifies with Salafi-jihadism making it similar to other transnational militant Islamist movements. Their similarities include the pursuance of greater objective of establishing Islamic caliphate locally and internationally. BH also holds similar beliefs to the other Islamic groups within Nigeria particularly the Salafi inclined. Its distinction from them lies in its non-compromising denunciation of the established nation-state political order, democracy and its stance on modern WE as forbidden (Agbiboa, 2013). These have been noted by some researchers as points of divergence between quietists Salafist and BH (Kassim, 2015; Onuoha, 2014; Brigaglia, 2015). It was on the basis of these differences that Yusuf split away from the Izala/mainstream Salafi after being a member for some years (Mohammed, 2014; Onuoha and George, 2015).

Many studies on BH’s relationship with fellow Salafi-jihadist movements showed that ideologically BH is similar to the likes of Al Qaeda, ISIS, and so on (Onuoha and George, 2015; Raineri and Martini, 2017; Ogbogu, 2015; Gourley, 2012; Chiluwa, 2015). These movements based their theology on takfir and hukm bi-ghayri ma anzala Allah (ruling with other than what Allah reveals) (Kassim, 2015). It is on this basis that BH denounces other Muslims, illegitimises Nigerian government and nation-state order, democracy and disowns Muslims who accept them (Kassim, 2015). However, Kassim further argued that while BH’s ideology is anchored in the theological doctrines of jihadi-Salafism, it exploits the contemporary cultural framing of Islamic reform in northern Nigeria and the Islamic traditions and jihadi legacy that was established by Shehu Usman Dan Fodio.

BH’s ideology therefore is not at all peculiar. It is rather an ideology that is shared by various other Muslim extremist movements throughout the world. There is some level of uniformity among the movements identified as Salafi-jihadist in terms of their ideology. However, BH uses the cultural framing of Usman Dan Fodio’s jihad in northern Nigeria as its own unique differentiation for the purpose of drawing sympathy and establishing legitimacy. In principle, the likes of Al Qaeda, AQIM, and ISIS all believe in and work toward the same goal (Kassim, 2015).
Denunciation of WE and Deviation from other Salafi-jihadist Movement

BH’s denunciation of WE is the most unique BH’s feature that gives it the popularity its leaders craved for. As argued under the previous section, most components of BH’s ideological beliefs are not entirely unique to BH (Osteb, 2015; Kassim, 2015; Onuoha and George, 2015; Raineri and Martini, 2017; Ogbogu, 2015; Gourley, 2012). In fact, some sources reported that BH was formed by one Muhammed Ali, a Nigerian student in Khartoum, Sudan who was a disciple of Osama bin Laden. The latter gave the former a large sum of money to establish a jihadi movement in Nigeria (Kassim & Zenn, 2017). Muhammed Ali’s attempt at establishing a movement allegedly failed but ended up finding the young Yusuf and gave him some money and a handful of followers in 2002. Whether this alleged link can be substantiated or not, BH and Al Qaeda have so many ideological commonalities as has been widely documented (Zenn, 2017, 2020). Abubakar Shekau, BH’s most recent leader, voiced out his admiration and intention to emulate Osama Bin Laden in one of BH’s videos transcribed and translated by the researcher (Shekau, 2011b).

Salafi-jihadism advocates for the use of violence for the establishment of caliphate. They all declare Muslim rulers following a secular system infidel and taghut, and deserving of death (Brinkel & Ait-Hida, 2012; Gourley, 2012; Kassim & Zenn, 2017; Shah, 2018). However, there seems to be one major point at which BH deviates from Al Qaeda and its affiliates which is the absolute rejection of WE. In fact, sixty-two percent of Al Qaeda members reportedly attained university education (Offman, 2007). Osama bin Laden, the former Al Qaeda leader, is also said to have attended King Abdulaziz University in Jeddah and earned a degree in economics and business administration and some claimed in civil engineering (Coll, 2005). His successor, Ayman Al Zawahiri was also reportedly a well-educated man coming from a wealthy and educated elite family (Aboul-Enein, 2004).

BH announced its affiliation with ISIS in March 2015, and like Al Qaeda, both movements identify with Salafi-jihadism (Kassim, 2015). ISIS, through Al Baghdadi’s spokesperson, accepted BH’s allegiance five days after BH’s announcement (Zenn, 2019). The fact that BH affiliated itself to ISIS implies that the two movements share common ideological beliefs. Since then, there has been similarities in their activities, messages and methods of their delivery. However, like Al Qaeda and its leaders, ISIS movement also did not reject WE entirely. It does not attack or abduct people because of their involvement in WE. Contrary to that, Abubakar Al Baghdadi is reportedly a doctorate holder in Islamic law. Although ISIS is said to have developed a new curriculum for school-aged children that did not include subjects such as history, geography, literature, art and music, the new curriculum reportedly focused on Shariah and Islamic law but also included other subjects such as mathematics and the sciences in the form and format of WE (Arvisais & Guidere, 2020).

Furthermore, there are evidences suggesting that ISIS is using Western formal educational structure to indoctrinate and brainwash children. In addition, ISIS never publicly denounces WE education in the manner BH does. This makes ISIS completely different from BH in their attitude and belief about WE. Two questions therefore beg for answers. 1. Where did BH’s denunciation of WE come from? 2. Why BH differs with its closest prototypes (Al Qaeda and ISIS) in its attitude toward WE? The next section examines BH’s attitude toward WE using some evidences from its video messages.

To respond to these questions, one of the explanations offered on BH’s denunciation of WE was the Maitatsine connection (a movement in the 70s and 80s) as argued by (Aghedo, 2014; Adesofi, 2011). Like BH, Maitatsine movement also rejected secularism, democracy and WE and also adopted violence as the means of achieving its objectives. While the two
movement indeed have the commonalities indicated by the authors, these similarities are superficial and the movements have little or no deep ideological connection beyond the surface. BH is a Salafi-jihadist movement that claims the total rejection of religions innovations and a return to the observance of Sunni orthodoxy (Nesser, 2013).

With the exception of the violent approach, the Salafi-jihadist ideology is absolutely different from Maitatsine’s which was known for its rejection of the hadiths of Prophet Muhammad pbuh using derogatory term known as Kaló Kato (literally translates to ‘a mere man said it’). This was indicative of the movement’s strict approval of Qur’an as the sole authentic sacred texts of Islam (Adesoji, 2011; Hiskett, 1987). Maitatsine’s ideology is, therefore, antithesis to BH’s which does not only legitimizes its cause and activities by using both Qur’an and the hadith of Prophet Muhammad pbuh but also claimed to rely on the interpretations of pious predecessors. Undoubtedly, both BH and Maitatsine denounced WE but unlike BH, Maitatsine went a step further to denounce modernity and during its heydays refused to use products of modernity including the technology that was available in those days.

The origin of BH’s denunciation of WE goes beyond any ideological connection with Maitatsine. Perhaps the denunciation of both goes back to the same origin rather than BH adopting it from the Maitatsine movement as claimed by Aghedo (2014) and Adesoji (2011). This chapter contends that finding the common origin of both movements’ denunciation of WE should start by going back to the Muslim world’s initial contact with Western knowledge, the historical context of the contact and the reaction triggered among the Muslims.

Muslims Approaches toward WE Under Colonialism

In searching for the root of BH’s attitude toward WE, there is need to revisit what is seen by many as a clash of civilizations and cultural incompatibility between Western and the Muslim worlds. Majority of the Muslim world spent over three centuries under the Western subjugation. During its colonization of the Muslim world, the West brought with them what they perceived as a superior educational system that was set to replace that in the Muslim world. Many within the Muslim world blamed Muslims lands’ loss of direction and power on the Western world’s imposition of its education system on Muslims (Maududi 2000). The introduction of the alien educational system triggered three distinct responses among the Muslims. These responses were assimilation, adaptation and rejection.

Following the rise of the Western world, WE was imposed on virtually all the Muslim lands that fell under the control of Western powers (Cook, 1999). As Muslim countries gradually started to emerge from their colonial experience, most of their political leaders who were educated under the WE sought to modernize their countries using Western development paradigms (Cook, 1999; Sabic-El-Rayess, 2020). However, the earlier education modernization advocates soon realized that secular WE was conflictual to “Islamic thought and traditional lifestyle” (Cook, 1999, p. 340). Liberals and the so-called progressive Muslims tend to fall within the category of assimilation as hinted by (Karapisahi, 2009).

Contrary to the assimilation approach, those who advocated for adaptation call for the careful look at WE and integrating aspects that were compatible with the Islamic thoughts and culture and rejecting the incompatible. This approach could be traced back to the likes of Muhammad Abduh, Jamal al-Din al-Afghani, Rashid Ridah, Abul A’la Maududi, Ismail al-Faruqi and so many others. They called for the Islamization of Western knowledge (Maududi, 2000; Maududi, 1988; Kaloti, 1975; Al-Faruqi, 1988; Maududi, 1985; Al-Faruqi, 1982). Some of these intellectuals went as far as devising frameworks for the Islamization of knowledge project. In
fact, in 1977 Muslim countries’ leaders and over 350 Muslim intellectuals organized an unprecedented conference in Mecca to devise a way forward on how the Muslim world should respond to WE, knowledge and modernity (Cook, 1999; Iqbal, 1978; Mabud, 2016; Meijer, 1999).

The last category was those who saw Western secular education as totally bad and Muslims must avoid it by all means. This was, at first, the dominant approach and could be traced back to the renaissance. For example, it was this approach that led the Ottoman Empire to outlaw the use of newly invented printing press for printing out religious texts for close to three centuries (Acemoglu & Robinson, 2012; Sabic-El-Rayess, 2020). Although with the passing of time, this approach toward WE and its contents has been dying out. However, its remnants still persist to this day. According to Peters (2014), a Saudi Salafi scholar called Abubakar b. ‘Abdallah Abu Zayd (d. 2008) wrote a book titled: “Al-madaris al-‘alamiyya alajnabiyya al-isti’mariyya: ta’rikhuha wa-makhatiruha (The Secular, Foreign and Colonialist Schools: Their History and Dangers)” which has been the source of BH’s attitude toward WE.

**WE in Northern Nigeria**

To understand BH’s attitude toward WE, there is need for the contextualization of WE in northern Nigeria long before the emergence of BH in the region. Today’s Nigeria was colonized by Britain from the latter part of the Nineteenth century to the 1914th North-South amalgamation attained independence in 1960 (Campbell, 2013). Even though since the amalgamation the country has been in existence under the unified name Nigeria, it was very much the tale of two distinct parts (the North versus the South) in various respects. In addition to their differences in history, culture and languages, the south became predominantly Christians following the arrival of the British Christian missionaries. Contrastingly, Islam was the prevalent religion in the North centuries before the arrival of the British (Falola and Heaton 2008).

Islam’s dominance in the north means that the region already had a system of administration and education prior to colonisation. This system of education produced religious reformers, the judges, the clerics as well as the rulers (Gbadamosi, 1967). In addition, this same educational system produced administrators which was well appreciated by the first post-unification British governor, Lord Lugard (Lugard, 1920; Shaw, 1997). When the Christian missionaries first arrived on Nigeria’s shores, they were eager and had a burning desire of mounting a crusade in the North for the firm presence of Islam in the region. However, the missionaries’ early attempts to the North backfired (Gbadamosi, 1967).

The Christian missionary involvement in the introduction of WE could be interpreted as the initial cause of northern Muslims’ resistance toward WE. In consideration of the northern skepticism and resistance toward the colonial rulers and their system of education, Governor Lugard made a pledge in 1903 when appointing a new Sultan of Sokoto (the then seat of the northern central power) that his government would not interfere with religion (Gbadamosi, 1967; Lugard, 1920).

Gbadamosi (1967) described British colonial government attitude toward the North at the time in five points one of which was the restriction of Christians’ educational and evangelical works to pagan areas. Thus, in fear of the political implications the imposition of WE might have caused, the British rulers were careful not to antagonize the Muslim North before the North was ready to accept WE. This concern was laid bare by the British missionary and author Murray (2019) who visited Northern Nigeria in 1906. He stated that emirs were
sullen and suspicious and introducing WE on Christian line would have led to the eruption of jihad.

The northern Emirs were suspicious of the new knowledge which was well-coated in a religious mission. They believed the North had no need for WE with its already law, ethics and system of administration derived from Islam (Gbadamosi, 1967). The British government had to be cautious with the Muslim North after experiencing a couple of uprising at the beginning of the 20th century (Falola, 2009). When British government began establishing schools in some parts of the North, they were restricted to pagan areas. Also, all students were allowed to attend Qur’anic schools and mosques were built near the schools at the cost of the British government (Gbadamosi, 1967).

The aforementioned adjustments and the inclusion of Hausa language, Arabic language, and Islamic studies in the curriculum helped in reducing Muslims’ suspicion toward WE. In fact, the move proved to be a master stroke in popularising the schools among locals (Tibenderana, 1983). By 1926, the total number of schools increased to sixty-nine throughout the North and there was a modest enrolment of 2,454 which certainly signalled the change of attitude among the Muslims (Lugard, 1920). This means that the North is behind the South in terms of WE and, within the North itself, northeast states continued to do worse than the rest. By 2006, seventy percent of residents aged six or more never attended schools in Borno and Yobe, the birthplace of BH (Thurston, 2017). Many of them also do not attend those schools that blended Islamic and WE likely because they cannot afford this type of schools.

**Evolution of BH’s View on WE**

Since its emergence, BH has always been known for its denunciation of WE which is an aspect of BH’s ideology it mostly tweeted about before 2014 (Chiluwa & Ajiboye, 2014). Its view that WE is forbidden is based on the group perception of Western domination undermining Islamic values, beliefs and traditions. Yusuf, the slain BH’s leader, told BBC in an interview in 2009 that “WE is mixed with issues that run contrary to our beliefs in Islam” (Agbiboa, 2013, 52). Yusuf was also quoted stating that subjects of WE can be used if they do not clash with the teachings of Prophet Muhammad pbuh (Mohammed, 2014, p. 16).

BH’s condition of accepting WE is to not contradict its interpretation of Islamic teachings. The statement did not appear to reject WE entirely as BH came to be known for in the latter years. This was explained more clearly in a debate between Yusuf and Isah Ali Pantami where the former made BH’s belief on WE clearer. He explained that there are three perspectives on knowledge in Islam: the one consistent with what the Qur’an and the Hadith taught, the one that contradicts the Qur’an and Hadith, and the one that is neither consistent nor in contradiction with the Qur’an and Hadith. He justified his opinion by quoting a Hadith of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) in reference to People of the Book – “If they bring to you anything agreeable to the Qur’an, accept it; but if they bring anything that contradicts Islam, reject it; and if they bring anything that neither contradicts nor supports the Qur’an, it is your choice to accept or reject it” (Mohammed, 2014, p. 17). Yusuf emphasised that his view about WE was neither total rejection nor total acceptance.

These views of Yusuf indicated clearly that BH did not yet entirely reject WE. Its view on WE under Yusuf was not much different from the Izala/ the mainstream Salafis. Both believe that WE is full of polluted and ungodly ideas that do not align with Islamic teachings but necessary. They accept WE grudgingly in the absence of Muslim’s power to purge their own curricula (Harnischfeger, 2014). This could be confirmed by an excerpt cited by Mohammed
(2014, p. 17) in which Yusuf claimed that it contains destruction in it that in seeking it one may end up becoming an idolator vis-à-vis educated.

The point expressed above by Yusuf puts BH’s earlier attitude toward WE into perspective. Here, the claim was BH denounced Western civilization not the education. The education aspect came into the argument because of the condemned Western civilization. This view was made clearer in a statement quoted from another high ranking BH’s member, Mallam Sanni Umaru, wherein he sought to clarify that they do not mean that “WE is a sin” blaming the media for that claim. He claimed that BH labelled forbidden is “Western civilisation” (Umaru, 2011).

It is therefore clear that BH under Yusuf’s did not reject WE entirely. Leaders of the movement made several attempts at correcting what it perceived as misconception about its view and attitude toward WE. Also, with a zero recorded attack on education establishments, students and personnel, its activities in that era also corroborates this claim. However, as to be discussed under the next section, after the killing of Yusuf in 2009 a new man called Abubakar Shekau assumed the leadership of the movement. As BH’s leadership changed so did its view on WE.

In 2009 BH had, until then, the most violent clash with Nigeria’s armed forces that led to the killing of Yusuf and about a thousand followers (Mohammed, 2014). BH then regrouped under Shekau’s leadership and consequently became more radical than what it used to be under Yusuf (Onuoha, 2014). Its radicalisation at this phase was extended to its view on WE. In one of the earliest evidences of Shekau’s statements on WE, he justified BH’s belief of absolute rejection of WE by stating that it was part of the Western plot to crush Islam by distancing them from Qur’an as revealed by centuries ago by a Christian missionary man called Samuel Zwemer (Shekau, 2011a).

BH’s view on WE changed tone from partial rejection to the denunciation of the entire system. Shekau showed distrust against everything that the system has to offer on the allegation of a statement made by so-called Samuel Zwemer. It therefore matters less the contents and the subjects taught under the WE system so long that a Christian missionary group decided to use the system to distract Muslims away from the Qur’an. This shows a significant change of attitude from the days of Yusuf, as earlier discussed. Shekau further justified total rejection of WE because “many Muslims lost their Islam while others claim to be Muslims but have lost the taste of Islam all in the name of being educated” (Shekau, 2011a). Again, Shekau gave further justification in another video released by BH in which he talked about the discipline of Geology. He claimed in it that geology in WE teaches that the universe was not created by Allah quoting a verse of the Qur’an to support his claim. The use of the verse from the Qur’an is to legitimise the statement and win other Muslims to its views. Similar utterance of Shekau could also be found on his attack on the discipline of biology. He stated in the same video that in the discipline of biology, there is a claim that the mixed drops of the male and female sexual discharge (Arabic term used Nutfah) is already alive before Allah instills life in it in a womb. Shekau labeled this view outrageous not only for the claim that the Nutfah is alive before Allah instills life in it but also for calling it ‘micro some’ in English (Shekau, 2011a).

The use of verses from the Qur’an is a recurring approach in its quest to label WE forbidden. Like its interpretation and stance on various other matters, BH neither has any regard for other interpretations of the sacred Islamic texts nor any consideration to other possible competing theories on any particular phenomenon it deems unbelief. For example, BH justified its rejection of WE for claiming that water’s source is not the heavens. He quoted
Qur'an’s verse that says: “And Allah has sent down rain from the sky and given life thereby to the earth after its lifelessness. Indeed, in that is a sign for a people who listen.” Al Quran 16:65.

Similar examples abound in BH’s discourse particularly in its video messages mostly featuring Shekau. One could see BH’s shift of view and attitude from the more calculated argument of Yusuf to Shekau’s absolute and generic. Yusuf argued that BH rejected in WE what contradicts Islam whereas Shekau’s argument indicated the rejection of everything that WE offer from specific to general. The reason for this shift of attitude perhaps lies in the differences in personality of the two leaders. Yusuf appeared more Islamically educated and more exposed to intra faith dialogue than Shekau (Barkindo, 2017).

Reasons for BH’s Use of WE to Advance its Cause
As previously discussed in this article, despite BH being similar to many other likeminded movements across the world, its rejection of WE is perhaps the one aspect of its ideology in which the movement is unique from sister movements. The question, therefore, that requires answer is why BH adopts this notion in advancing its cause. This paper identified two reasons that include the personality of BH’s leaders, and the relegation of Islamic education following the introduction of WE in the Muslim northern part of Nigeria.

Personality of BH’s Leaders
The personality and profile of BH’s leaders is also critical in trying to make sense of BH’s absolute rejection of WE. Yusuf had no prior experience of WE or even a formal Islamic education. This is likely the reason for his antagonistic attitude toward WE. However, even if Yusuf had no experience of WE himself, he was reportedly part of the Muslim Brothers movement in the 1980s and 1990s which later metamorphosed into the Shia Islamic movement headed by Ibrahim El Zakzaky. Zakzaky was a First-Class Economics student of Ahmadu Bello University when he began the movement in the late 1970s and most of his early followers were university students. After leaving the Muslim Brothers, Yusuf joined Izala movement which is a Salafi movement but known for its supports for blending Islamic and WE (Kane 2003; Umar 2012; 2001). Therefore, despite Yusuf’s lack of background in WE he certainly had exposure in Islamic activism in Nigeria which were mainly headed by individuals with strong background in WE. This perhaps explains Yusuf’s relatively moderate stance on WE compared to the man who succeeded him as BH’s leader.

It is also noteworthy that Yusuf was described as a selfish man who saw nothing wrong in using the technological products of WE like mobile phones, cars, arms and so on (Salaam, 2013). Yusuf began his clerical career as a member in the Salafi circle giving sermons on Fridays and special occasions. However, the Salafi movement in Nigeria was endowed with many popular Islamic clerics that Yusuf must have realized the difficulty in taking the limelight off them. This could explain why he found the notion of declaring WE forbidden particularly attractive and has the prospect of giving him and BH a certain fame. His message resonated well with mainly those who had no WE background.

After the killing of Yusuf in 2009, Shekau succeeded him as BH’s new leader. Although there is little verifiable background information about Shekau, like Yusuf, Shekau had no prior background in WE. Worse even, he lacks the sort of exposure to Islamic activism his predecessor had. Nonetheless, Shekau’s manipulative and strategic ability enabled him to use rejection of WE as part of the BH’s strategies to advance its cause (Barkindo, 2017; Barkindo & Zenn, 2018). He succeeded in changing BH’s attitude toward WE from partial and non-
violent to total and violent. The denunciation of WE continued to be part of the agenda of the movement using it to mainly target the rural, the uneducated and the marginalised people. With large number of rural and marginalised Nigerians in BH’s geographical location, Shekau could continue his hollow and illogical arguments using examples from various disciplines of knowledge to attract more foot soldiers.

Relegation of Islamic Education
Prior to the introduction of WE, religious scholars enjoyed some considerable amount of influence, social prestige and status (Umar 2001). The introduction of WE undermined Islamic religious scholars’ monopoly and influence. They used to be appointed judges, prime ministers (waziri) and legal advisers to Emirs. In fact, the British authorities also continued to use them in “establishing colonial administrative infrastructures” in the judicial and education domains, and also as “local historians, translators and native anthropologists” (Umar 2001, 129). All these gradually changed with the introduction of WE that substituted the Islamic religious scholars with those trained and educated under WE (Gbadamosi 1967; Umar 2001). While many Islamic religious scholars strived for inclusion to pursue WE, many did not and consequently ended up becoming marginalised. BH’s leaders obviously did not undergo this process of Islamic and WE blending which perhaps partly explains their frustration of the Nigerian secular system and the way Islamic education and those who receive it have been relegated.

Islamic education has also been undergoing transformation since introduction to the North in 1920s (Gbadamosi, 1967; Lugard, 1920). Many Islamic schools have modernised, evolved and have been producing students that find roles to play under the Nigerian secular system. In addition, the vast majority of northern Muslims currently participate in WE and compete with the Christian South in virtually all disciplines of knowledge. This again partly explains BH’s frustration and campaign against WE and why it has been so ardent in using Sacred texts from the Qur’an and hadith of Prophet Muhammad pbuh in its denunciation of WE. In other words, declaring WE forbidden is intended to convince the Muslims in the North and remind them that Islamic education used to be the established education system in the region. It also agitates against WE in a similar way that invokes the memory of the Muslim North when the Western system was first introduced by Christian missionaries.

Relegation of Islamic education and the prioritization of WE helped in setting in inferiority complex among the Muslims who obtained only Islamic education. In fact, many of those receiving modern Islamic education started to have inferiority complex relative to those who either combine Islamic and WE or just WE in northern Nigeria. Those with only Islamic education have been made to feel less worthy and less capable relative to those who obtained WE (Marta et al., 2018).

The issue of inferiority complex among both teachers and learners of Islamic and Arabic education has been scantily documented by some researchers both in Nigerian context and other parts of the Muslim world (Ajape, 2015; Kazeem & Balogun, 2013; Marta et al., 2018). In the Northeast, and to some extent the North in general, there are millions of Muslims who pursue only Islamic education in the traditional format and BH leaders must have seen their lack of social inclusion as an opportunity and a strong point to use in mobilizing these millions of marginalised people.

Another significant factor that encouraged BH’s beliefs against WE is the deteriorating economy of the country, unemployment and the lack of opportunities for graduates. A northern Muslim intellectual was quoted saying “it is useless, it is polluted, it is immoral! (…)
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what do you need it for? You need it to work in the government service, and there are no longer government jobs” (Harnischfeger, 2014, p. 53). The lucky ones who secure a job have to be contented with a bad salary and often going for months without a pay. This echoed the sentiment of many Muslims in the North and could explain why BH’s total rejection of WE resonates with many and even led some graduates to destroy their certificates and quit their jobs (Umar, 2013).

Conclusion
This paper discussed the origin of BH’s rejection of WE. It demonstrated that BH identifies with Salafi-jihadist movements but differs markedly in its total rejection of WE. This paper established that BH’s attitude toward WE had its historical roots in Muslims’ initial attitude toward WE during colonial times. It was argued herein that BH rejects WE to exploit the appeal rejection of WE had in the colonial days among the Muslims of northern Nigeria when they rejected it because of Christian missionaries’ involvement in its promotion. As a result, Northern Muslims were contemptuous and suspicious of WE system. It took the Muslims part of northern Nigeria decades before they started to gradually show approval of WE after some clever policies of British colonial authorities that integrated some aspects of Islamic education into the modern Western system.

This article demonstrated that a few factors contributed to BH’s journey to total rejection of WE. Firstly, Nigerian secular system gradual marginalisation of Islamic education and its products. Secondly, the personality and profile of BH’s leaders, both Yusuf and Shekau. Thirdly, Nigeria’s dwindling economic condition and the lack of employment opportunities for the educated. These factors provided the impetus of BH’s use of its rejection of WE to appeal and advance its cause. However, the notion of rejecting WE also evolved from what it used to be in Yusuf’s days and what it became under Shakau’s leadership. This is contrary to Harnischfeger (2014) claim that BH maintained the same view under both Yusuf and Shekau’s leaderships.

In the light of all that has been discussed in this paper, the more BH convinces people of its belief on WE the more likely it is to affect their chances of getting educated which is one of the most effective means of halting BH’s recruitment activities. This could be mitigated by continuous blending of both Islamic and WE as doing so will equip BH’s potential recruits with both Islamic and WE. These were the policies implemented by the British colonial authorities which succeeded in convincing northern Muslims to accept WE. In addition, Nigerian authorities and other relevant stakeholders should also create employment opportunities that will provide employment for the educated and continue to attract people to pursue education. Failure to do so will continue to make BH increasingly appealing to many.
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